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Abstract Pressure‐solution creep is an important fluid‐mediated deformation mechanism, causing
chemo‐mechanical transformations and porosity and permeability changes in rocks. The presence of
phyllosilicates, in particular, has previously been hypothesized to further reduce porosity and pore
connectivity. Nevertheless, a full characterization of the spatiotemporal evolution of permeability during
this process has yet to be reported. A pure NaCl aggregate and a mixture of NaCl and biotite were deformed
through pressure‐solution creep while monitoring their microstructural evolution through computed X‐ray
microtomography. The evolution of permeability and fluid velocity of the samples were computed by
using the pore geometries from the X‐ray microtomography as input for the Lattice‐Boltzmann modeling.
The results indicate that, as deformation proceeds, porosity and permeability decrease in both samples. In
the salt‐biotite sample pressure solution creep causes the formation of a compaction band perpendicular
to the direction of loading, forming a barrier for permeability. Along the other two directions, pore
connectivity and permeability are retained in the marginal salt layers, making the sample strongly
anisotropic. The presence of biotite controls the way pore coordination number evolves and hence the
connectivity of the pathways. Biotite flakes create an enhanced porosity decrease leading to compaction and
reduction of pore connectivity. This reduction in porosity affects local stresses and local contact areas,
reducing over time the driving force. According to a texture‐porosity process, the reduction in porosity
causes salt ions to dissolve in the marginal salt and precipitate within the biotite‐bearing layer, where the
bulk volume of salt grains increases over time.

1. Introduction

Fluid‐rock interactions under stress have long been recognized as a contributing component of deformation
mechanisms promoting porosity and permeability changes in the crust. Since both porosity (φ) and perme-
ability (k) interplay in governing fluid mass content and transport rates through the pore network, they are
both crucial time‐variant properties controlling the deformation of rocks through fluid‐mediated processes.
This interplay is recognized to trigger chemo‐mechanical transformations, such as mineral replacement
reactions, alteration of primary porosity, and/or creation of secondary porosity (Jamtveit & Austrheim,
2010; Jolivet et al., 2005; Jonas et al., 2014) as well as modify rock elastic properties (Clark & Vanorio,
2016; Croize et al., 2010; Ehrenberg, 2006; Ghanbarzadeh et al., 2015; Urai et al., 1986; Vanorio, 2015;
Zhang & Spiers, 2005). These interactions are also important during diagenesis and burial deformation, as
they can produce new cement, either reducing porosity or creating new grain frameworks which resist to
loading stresses, particularly in the case of mudrocks (Ilgen et al., 2017; Loucks et al., 2012). Where the por-
ous medium compacts under stress, mass transport at the pore/grain scale influences the microstructural
evolution of the porous system. Thus, studying the dynamic evolution of porosity and permeability during
fluid‐rock interactions helps understand how stress and reaction‐transport in the subsurface affect rock
microstructures and its properties (Yardley, 2011; Ghanbarzadeh et al., 2015; Gratier et al., 2013; Jamtveit
& Austrheim, 2010; Kampman et al., 2014).

An important deformation mechanism resulting from fluid‐rock interaction in stressed rocks is pressure‐
solution creep (PSC). PSC is a solution mass transfer process responding to nonhydrostatic local stresses
through which grains dissolve in more stressed areas, thus determining a stress‐induced chemical potential
gradient that triggers diffusion along the grain contacts (Fossen et al., 2007; Gibson, 1998; Gratier et al., 2013;
Rutter, 1983). Diffusion then promotes transport of the solute through a fluid phase, allowing the
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precipitation of the dissolved material in areas of lower stress (Gratier et al., 2013; Rutter, 1983). The slowest
of these three important mechanisms (diffusion, transport, and precipitation) determines the rate‐limiting
process. Due to its occurrence in many lithologies and geological settings, PSC has been the focus of many
studies (Aharonov & Katsman, 2009; Gratier et al., 2013; Renard et al., 2001; Renard et al., 2004; Rutter,
1983). In nature, PSC is often associated with deformation bands, representing low displacement deforma-
tion areas with enhanced cohesion and reduced permeability (Fossen et al., 2007; Sun et al., 2011) ultimately
responsible for hydraulic compartmentalization of the rock (Ngwenya et al., 2003). Research studies have
suggested that the presence of phyllosilicates affects PSC by modifying the rate of its fluid‐enhanced defor-
mation (Aharonov & Katsman, 2009; Hickman & Evans, 1995; Renard et al., 1997). Specifically, the presence
of phyllosilicate minerals in deformational bands contributes to lowering the local permeability as compared
to the host rock (Fossen et al., 2007; Heap et al., 2014; Renard et al., 2004).

Macente et al. (2018) studied the evolution of porosity and grain microstructures upon induced‐PSC in sam-
ples imaged through X‐ray computed microtomography (μCT) and analyzed using digital volume correla-
tion. Two different sample compositions were tested: a pure NaCl sample (hereafter called “salt”) and a
mixture of NaCl and biotite grains (hereafter called “salt biotite”). The results of this work showed that
the presence of biotite largely contributes to reduce porosity and increase local creep rates as compared to
the pure NaCl layers. Nevertheless, direct observation of how PSC in the biotite‐bearing layer reduces per-
meability over time and to what extent it controls its evolution remains to be assessed. Developing such
an understanding is necessary because the behavior of reactive transport processes inherits dependencies
related to the heterogeneous distribution of chemical agents in the subsurface, making the physical trans-
port in the porous media heterogeneous.

In this study we test how PSC affects the dynamic evolution of permeability in the absence and presence of
biotite, as well as the sensitivity of permeability evolution to the applied load direction. Permeability aniso-
tropy in clays has been observed by Olsen (1960), Faulkner and Rutter (1998), Clennell et al. (1999), and
Bayesteh and Mirghasemi (2015). Specific chemical processes responsible for enhancing PSC at pore‐ and
grain‐scale require close examination through dynamic imaging, which enables the direct monitoring of
the ongoing processes and microstructure evolution. Two samples, a pure salt and a mixture of salt and bio-
tite, were previously saturated with brine solution and left to compact for ~3months to study the evolution of
PSC and its effects on porosity and local strains (Macente et al., 2018). In this study, we performed Lattice‐
Boltzmann modeling (LBM) simulations on the acquired time‐lapse μCT data sets of the sample volumes to
calculate the effect of PSC on permeability. The sequential time series not only provides a visual character-
ization of the process and an assessment of the permeability evolution but also allows us to compute how
pore‐scale properties vary during the process. Assessing the dynamic change in pore‐scale properties is
key as it provides the opportunity to start linking the evolution of bulk permeability to pore attributes
(i.e., local fluid velocity, pore coordination number, and surface area evolution) and how they are coupled
or feedback upon each other. Changes in the local pore microstructure have been shown to be important fac-
tors in controlling changes in permeability (Bernabé et al., 2010; Clavaud et al., 2008; Doyen, 1988; Mok
et al., 2002; Nelson, 1994; Noiriel et al., 2005).

2. Materials and Methods

The starting points for this study are the samples from the study by Macente et al. (2018), which used NaCl
samples with two different compositions deformed by PSC. NaCl was chosen as rock‐analogue geomaterial
because previous compaction experiments have shown that it deforms quickly at room temperature and
relatively low loads, thus making it an ideal candidate to study pressure‐solution processes in the laboratory
(Gratier, 1993; Renard et al., 2001; Renard et al., 2004; Schutjens & Spiers, 1999; Spiers et al., 1990). Den Brok
et al. (1999) carried out similar experiments of PSC on NaClO3, a type of salt that is known to not deform
plastically at room temperature. Their findings showed that the behavior of NaClO3 under PSC is strongly
similar to the behavior of NaCl, proving that NaCl is also a suitable rock‐analogue material to study PSC.
In our experiment, both samples have initially the same diameter and height (5 mm by ~5 mm) as well as
the same NaCl grain size (250–300 μm). Nevertheless, while the first sample consisted of pure NaCl grains,
the second sample consisted of a mixture of NaCl grains and biotite flakes (4:1 ratio). Biotite was chosen
because of its higher density and a higher attenuation coefficient than salt grains in the μCT and an easier
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identification of the clay grains during compaction (Figure 1). The salt and biotite mixture was confined by
two pure NaCl layers, acting as “reference”material within the sample to compare the degree of compaction
under the same experimental conditions. Samples were initially loaded in in‐house built X‐ray transparent
presses (Figure S1 in the supporting information) for 10 min by exerting a constant uniaxial load through a
pneumatic actuator of 6.64 MPa. In this way, a precompacted starting material was created, which was CT‐
scanned and used as time zero reference (Figure 1). Subsequently, the experimental samples were flushed
with saturated NaCl solution to ensure that the samples were fully saturated with brine and that no air
bubble remained in the system. The solution was prepared in the laboratory by dissolving NaCl into
deionized water until the solution became saturated (i.e., some NaCl was visible at the bottom of the fluid
reservoir). The solution used as fluid reservoir was placed ∼40 cm above the cells and connected to the
lower fluid inlet of the cell (supporting information Figure S1). During scanning, samples were removed
from the load: choke valves were used as shut‐off valves for the air flow, enabling the air cable to be
disconnected and the pneumatic actuator to unload the sample. Fluid connections were also closed, to
ensure that the samples remain saturated. After imaging, each experiment was then reloaded to 6.5 (±0.
1) MPa and left to deform for 2,455 hr (~3 months) along the vertical direction (Z direction). Compaction
of the samples was monitored and bulk volume as well as porosity were calculated through 12 time‐lapse
μCT scans acquired in intervals over the duration of the experiment. During these extended loadings, the
upper fluid connection was closed while the lower one was left open to ensure that samples remain
saturated. The chemistry of the fluid reservoir was not monitored during the experiment.

To calculate permeability, we chose a time series consisting of seven μCT data sets capturing different stages
of compaction. From these μCT data sets, we selected subvolumes of ~4003 voxels (~17.6 mm3) centered in
the middle of the sample (Figure 2). The height of these subvolumes changed upon compaction, with the
volume reducing to 400 * 400 * 360 voxels at the end of the experiment. LBM was conducted on the segmen-
ted pore space of the subvolumes by using a single‐phase LBM approach as described in Keehm (2003) and

Figure 1. μCT slices of the zero time references along the XZ plane (vertical slice, left) and horizontal XY plane (right).
The position of the XY plane along the Z axis is indicated by the black triangles on the side of the XZ plane image.
Light gray indicates NaCl grains, the brightest features represent biotite flakes, and dark gray indicates brine‐filled pores.
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Miller et al. (2017). In Macente et al. (2018), results pointed to the fact that the positive feedback created by
the pressure‐solution mechanism arises on scale lengths much larger than the grain diameter. Above
centimeter‐scale lengths, advection is required to transport dissolved phases in solution to new
precipitation sites (Gratier et al., 2013). The rate limiting step for PSC in NaCl is diffusion‐controlled
(Spiers & Brzesowsky, 1993). These facts would imply the use of a chemo‐hydro‐mechanical model
approach. However, previous studies have shown that LBM can handle complicated pore geometries as
well as detect small pore structure variations (Keehm et al., 2001). LBM uses laminar flow to solve the
Navier‐Stokes equation and it therefore uses a simplified approach to model permeability of deformed salt
samples via PSC as compared to chemo‐hydro‐mechanical modeling.

Segmentation of the pore space was obtained using the interactive threshold operator in Avizo®, to produce
binarized images. The sensitivity of the segmentation to changes in the threshold values was established by
repeating the procedure on volumes that were eroded and dilated by one voxel (see Fusseis et al., 2012, and
Macente et al., 2017, 2018). LBM treats the volume of fluid as a collection of particles whose flow is repre-
sented by a particle velocity distribution function at each grid point. The velocity is obtained by calculation
of the hydrodynamic moments of that function. A pressure boundary condition, acting as driving force for
fluid flow, is imposed along one of the three spatial directions (X, Y, and Z) using a density perturbation
function. A no‐flow boundary condition is applied at the sidewalls of the sample, perpendicular to the pres-
sure gradient. The fluid velocity vector field for the laminar flow is obtained once the finite solution con-
verges (Miller et al., 2017; i.e., permeability did not change more than 0.0001% for 40 iterations) and the
permeability stabilized to a steady state. The fluid velocity fields are rendered in 3‐D in lattice units; that
is, the physical system is first converted into a dimensionless one, independent of both the original physical
scales and simulation parameters. Such a dimensionless system is then converted into a discrete simulation.
Permeability is then calculated along the direction of the flow using Darcy's law, by volume‐averaging the
local fluid velocity (Keehm, 2003). The calculation of permeability is repeated in all three directions of the
samples, by changing the direction of the imposed flow.

Furthermore, we extracted three layers from the salt‐biotite sample: a central biotite‐bearing layer and two
marginal salt layers (see supporting information Figure S2). We then calculated the permeability of each of
these layers in all directions, so as to investigate to what spatial extent the presence of biotite affects the per-
meability of the adjacent layers. We also calculated the bulk volume of salt in the central biotite‐bearing
layer for increasing deformation, by (1) identifying the subvolume containing the biotite‐bearing layer, (2)
segmenting the salt grains present in it through interactive thresholding, and (3) applying the volume frac-
tion operator to calculate the bulk volume percentage of the segmented salt. Error bars of ±5% have been
estimated by taking into account miscalculation of the cross‐sectional slices defining the top and bottom

Figure 2. Porosity‐permeability (in log scale) plot for the NaCl (blue) and NaCl‐biotite sample (green) showing the evolu-
tion of permeability over time along the loading direction. Labels in bold next to data points indicate the time of com-
paction in hours. The red square represents the average porosity fraction of four different volumes at different compaction
times, exhibiting no flow.
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boundaries of the biotite‐bearing layer for each time interval considered and by recalculating the new bulk
volume occupied by the salt grains.

We also sought the relationships between permeability and porosity, on one hand, as well as the coordina-
tion number between the pores and the main flow stream and pore surface area, on the other, to explore the
functional relationships between changes in bulk properties upon PSC and the associated pore‐system attri-
butes. For this purpose, the segmented pore geometry, derived from Macente et al. (2018), was skeletonized
using a medial‐axis thinning algorithm (see supporting information and Figure S2). For each pore, the coor-
dination number (from 1 to 8) was calculated by identifying how many edges are connected to one node. A
coordination number of one means that a pore is connected to the main flow stream by one pore throat only;
thus, they are called dead‐end pores. Dead‐end pores can therefore be seen as stagnant fluid pockets. Finally,
we tracked the dynamic evolution of the pores surface area as the sample undergoes deformation (see
supporting information).

3. Results

The compaction experiments provide two microstructures exhibiting a different evolution of permeability
along the Z direction (Figure 2). At first, both samples exhibit a similar decrease in permeability, even
though their starting porosity is slightly different (~36% and ~33%). Over time, however, the two trends
diverge. While the salt sample shows a steady decrease in permeability (k), the salt‐biotite sample exhibits
a tipping point as it reaches a porosity of ~17% after 137.5 hr of compaction, marking a sharp decrease
in permeability (Figure 2). Beyond this point, the permeability of the salt and biotite sample drops
to 0 (Figure 2).

These permeability trends are accompanied by a different evolution of the sample microstructures. The gra-
dual compaction of the pure salt sample provides microstructures that are characterized by a decrease in por-
osity being homogeneously distributed throughout the sample (Figures 3a and 3b), yet the salt grains seem to
mostly retain the cubic shape as evidenced by the presence of sharp edges and corners (Figure 3c). Only a few
areas of the sample exhibit some degree of indentation (Figures 3c). Conversely, in the salt‐biotite sample the
reduction in porosity reveals a heterogeneous distribution, being more pronounced within the biotite‐
bearing layer near the biotite flakes (Figures 4a and 4b). Within this layer, grains appear to have lost their
cubic shape due to a much greater degree of indentation, eventually leading the grains to fuse
together (Figure 4c).

The different evolution of the microstructure also controls the distribution and evolution of the fluid velo-
city pathways modeled within the sample volume (Figure 5). In the precompacted stage of the pure salt
sample, the velocity streamlines are equally distributed throughout the entire volume, likely due to a
large homogeneous pore network (Figure 5a). As compaction proceeds, both the number of the connected
fluid conduits and the magnitude of fluid velocity are reduced, leading the flow paths to organize primar-
ily as uniform dispersed channels. Overall, this rearrangement of the microstructure leads to fewer and
narrower pore throats displaying higher velocity magnitudes (Figures 5b and 5c). Conversely, the velocity
pathways within the salt‐biotite sample evolve through a different sequence of microstructures. Initially,
higher fluid velocities are localized in the middle of the sample, within the biotite layer, where the flakes
of biotite partially occlude the intergranular porosity, likely reducing the pore throats and hence locally
enhancing fluid velocity (Figure 5a′). As compaction proceeds, however, the sample experiences a sharp
disruption in its connected porosity, which occurs at earlier compaction stages than the pure salt sample.
Such a connectivity breach drastically reduces the number of fluid channels leading the velocity magni-
tude of the fluid streams to cease (Figure 5b′). As a result, the fluid velocity field within the last measur-
able permeable microstructure appears to be highly dominated by very localized and tortuous channels,
still exhibiting higher velocity across the biotite‐bearing layer (Figure 5b′). Such evolution of the pore sys-
tem translates into a salt‐biotite microstructure that is highly anisotropic with regard to the permeability
(Figures 6a and 6b). It is worth pointing out that the presence of the biotite‐bearing layer seems neither to
affect the compaction of the adjacent salt layers sitting above and below it nor the permeability. In fact,
when digitally separating the salt‐biotite sample into three layers (i.e., the central biotite‐bearing layer
and two marginal salt layers), the permeability of the marginal salt layers (green diamonds in Figure 6
c) mimics exactly the evolving permeability of the pure salt sample. This observation is also supported
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by the preservation of the velocity fluid streams within the marginal salt layers along the X and Y
directions (supporting information Figure S4).

To understand the extent to which the biotite flakes affect the pressure‐solution of salt grains, we calculated
the bulk volume occupied by the salt grains within the three different layers, reported as volume of salt in
Figure 7. The volume of salt in the marginal salt layers is reported as average between these layers.
Although the precompaction stage shows similar volumes characterizing the three layers, the volume of salt
exhibits a different evolution. As the sample progressively compacts, we found that the bulk volume occu-
pied by the salt grains in the biotite‐bearing layer generally increases over time, while the change in the mar-
ginal salt layers is not clearly perceptible (Figure 7).

To understand the role of how pore scale parameters contribute to regulating the different evolution of the
microstructure of the two samples and its macroscopic permeability, we investigated how the relationship
between permeability and pore coordination number (Figure 8) and pore surface area (Figures 9) evolves
over time. Figure 8 reports the evolution of coordination numbers equal to one (C = 1, “dead‐end pores”)
and three (C = 3). We focus on these specific coordination numbers because their evolution over time con-
tributes to more than 90% of the change in pore connectivity. In the graphs of Figure 8, the frequency of each
coordination number was normalized to the sum of the coordination number contributions computed in
each sample volumes (i.e., salt and salt biotite). Initially, both samples show similar frequency; over time,
however, the frequency of these coordination numbers evolves markedly differently (Figures 8a and 8b).
In particular, the single biotite layer shows the frequency of pores being characterized by coordination num-
ber equal to one (C = 1, dead‐end pores) to increase up to ~73%; instead, pores with coordination number
equal to three (C = 3) decrease up to ~24%. Moreover, both samples exhibit similar trends but different

Figure 3. μCT slices showing the evolution of the microstructure for the pure salt sample: (a) Vertical XZ μCT slices, cut from the middle of the sample; (b) XY
slices, half height of the sample; (c) zoom‐in of the areas in (a, b) highlighted by the circles showing grains retaining pseudo‐cubic habits (in red) and regions of
greater porosity reduction and indented grains leading to fusion (blue, yellow, and green).
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magnitude of changes, with the salt‐biotite sample presenting a variation in frequency that is five times
larger than the pure salt sample (Figures 8a and 8b). The marked increase in C = 1 pores within the salt‐
biotite sample occurs between 137.5 and 208 hr of compaction (red arrows in Figure 8), corresponding to
the time interval before which permeability drops to 0. Furthermore, it is worth noting that the evolution
of the coordination number of the pores characterizing the salt‐biotite sample lies between the evolution
of the pure salt sample and the biotite‐bearing layer, likely arising from the inherent composite nature of
the biotite and salt grains mixture. Figures 8a and 8b also show that trends of the coordination numbers
for this sample are closer to those characterizing the pure‐salt sample, given that the salt volume layers
constitute two thirds of the whole salt‐biotite sample.

We also analyzed the evolution of the total pore surface area as a function of time, which is shown in
Figure 9. As with the other parameters being considered, the two sample compositions start with similar
values of pore surface area. However, the pore surface area within the salt‐biotite sample displays a rate of
reduction that is more pronounced compared to the pure salt sample. Over the whole deformation range,
the total pore surface area in the salt‐biotite sample decreases by ~70% while it reduces by ~50% in the pure
salt sample (Figure 9). The two samples seem to display different rates of change immediately after the first
hours of compaction, with the salt‐biotite exhibiting a higher rate then settling on a more similar evolution
after the breakdown in pore connectivity showed by the model.

4. Discussions

Continuum‐scale reactive‐transport models rely on an accurate choice of pore‐scale parameters at themicro-
scale and/or nanoscale so as to effectively describe the control on and the relationships with properties mea-
sured at macroscale (e.g., chemical rate kinetics, porosity, and permeability). The lack of physical

Figure 4. μCT slices showing the evolution of the microstructure of the salt‐biotite sample: (a) Vertical XZ μCT slices, cut from the middle of the sample; (b) XY
slices from half height of the sample; (c) zoom‐in areas of regions in (a) and (b) highlighted by circles that show indented grains fusing together leading to a greater
reduction in porosity.
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understanding of the evolution of pore‐scale parameters and their calibration limits our ability of applying
continuum models to chemical fluid‐rock interactions. To start formulating conceptual models that
capture 4‐D changes in storage and transport properties, there is the need for studying (a) dynamic
changes in rock porosity and permeability upon fluid‐rock interactions, (b) the effect that physical and
chemical heterogeneities produce over small length scales, and (c) feedback between pore‐scale
parameters and porosity‐permeability in the presence of these small length‐scale heterogeneities. In this
study, the combination of dynamic CT imaging with LBM enabled the quantification of pore‐scale
changes during PSC and their effect on macroscale properties in the presence and absence of
phyllosilicates. When computing LBM, we treated the compaction of the samples as inducing interstitial
fluid movement, being squeezed through the pore space and creating localized fluid pressure gradients.
Hence, the evolution of the pore‐scale attributes, obtained by computing LBM, critically affects the
distribution and evolution of the local pressure gradients. In turn, these affect local fluid velocity and the
distribution and transport of solutes. This modeling allows us to track how the macroscale properties
permeability evolves on the basis of pore‐scale attributes and local heterogeneities (i.e., biotite) during PSC.

4.1. Interpretations From LBM Analyses

The LBM approach we used is a single phase model (Miller et al., 2017). It has been shown that single‐phase
LBM methods successfully calculate permeability in porous media with less computational power, without
sacrificing the underlying physics (Xing et al., 2007).

Figure 5. Three‐dimensional renderings of the evolution of the fluid velocity field within the pure salt sample (a–c) and the salt‐biotite sample (a′–b′), both along
the Z direction. The salt‐biotite data set is not displayed at 2,455 hr of compaction because flow ceases after 91 hr of compaction. Each sample volume is labeled
with the porosity fraction (φ) attained at different times (in hours, “hs”) of the compaction stages. In the figure, warmer colors indicate high magnitudes of
fluid velocity being reported in lattice units. As compaction proceeds, the number of fluid channels is reduced as well as their velocity magnitude, localizing flow
along few dispersed and tortuous channels (salt sample, a–c); in the biotite‐bearing sample the rate of such a reduction is faster, with very few fluid channels active
at 91 hr, then velocity ceases entirely. Side length is 2.6 mm.
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The initial permeability values of our samples approximate those describ-
ing unconsolidated coarse sand grains of similar size (Beard &Weyl, 1973;
Nelson, 1994). The permeability of the pure salt sample gradually
decreases over time while remaining isotropic, in agreement with the
findings by Renard et al. (2004). In contrast, the salt‐biotite sample shows
a steady reduction in permeability along the loading direction (Z axis)
before exhibiting a sharp change. At first, permeability varies across 2
orders of magnitude reaching a tipping point at 137.5 hr of continuous
compaction. After this point, permeability rapidly goes to 0 experiencing
a change in porosity of ~4% (from ~17% to ~13%). Tipping points similar
to those observed in this study were also reported by Van der Land et al.
(2013) along permeability trends being computed in 3‐D synthetic
volumes generated from 2‐D textural images of noncompacted carbonate
sediments. The authors used the results from their permeability modeling
to reconstruct the burial history of a carbonate formation and informed
basin modeling to provide constraints on diagenetic scenarios. Our results
provide an experimental foundation for a process that they introduced
previously only theoretically. Also Bourbié and Zinszner (1985) showed
a tipping point at porosity ~8–9% for Fountainebleau sandstones, at which
the porosity/permeability power law changes exponent. The type of defor-
mation mechanism has been shown to critically influence the
porosity/permeability relationship and hence affects porosity threshold
(Bernabé et al., 2003). Chemical processes, that is, pressure‐solution, often
produce roughness on the pore surfaces, which may form fractal struc-
tures. These, in turn, can be responsible for the creation of noneffective
porosity and critically lower the permeability of the porous medium
(Bernabé et al., 2003; Nelson, 1994; Pape & Schopper, 1988; Pape et al.,
1999). The comparison between the two samples along with the analysis
of pore‐scale attributes and their evolution upon compaction enabled us
to identify to what extent the presence of phyllosilicates affects the PSC
process and the dynamic evolution of porosity‐permeability. The analysis
of the velocity streamlines along the Z direction showed that the pure salt
sample is initially characterized by a homogeneous distribution of high
velocity paths. Under the assumption that local velocity magnitude is a
proxy for solvent flux, this indicates the absence of preferable and/or pre-
determined sites at which dissolution may occur (Figure 5a). After 2,455
hr of compaction, streamlines are reduced in number but those being
characterized by high velocity are still present (Figure 5c). This indicates
that the feedback between the change in porosity and local flow field is
still ongoing and hence, changes in surface area (Figure 9) upon which
the overall reaction rate depends (Yoon et al., 2015) and dissolution are

also still ongoing. In contrast, in the salt‐biotite sample the high velocities of the streamlines are initially
localized within the biotite‐bearing layer (Figure 5a′). We believe that the initial presence of pore throats
within the biotite layer, responsible for lower porosity and high velocity of the fluid, represents a physical
and a chemical heterogeneity, which translates into a chemical potential at the interface between salt and
biotite grains, favoring dissolution and porosity reduction, and hence an initial localization of PSC
(Figure 10b; Aharonov & Katsman, 2009; Greene et al., 2009). Factors such as particle shape, particle size,
and the shape of the contact area may further contribute to the initial porosity reduction within the
biotite‐bearing layer and hence, to high fluid velocities (Meyer et al., 2006; Pluymakers & Spiers, 2015;
van den Ende et al., 2018). Since reactive‐transport distances during pressure solution of NaCl grains in a
stagnant, saturated brine environment are assumed to be on the order of the grain size, the transported
solute reprecipitates in the nearby pore space (e.g., Gratier et al., 2013; Gundersen et al., 2002; Weyl,
1959). This implies that, over the first 137.5 hr of compaction, PSC localizes within the biotite‐bearing layer
and material reprecipitates in the nearby pore space. Over time, the resulting reduction in porosity and pore

Figure 6. Porosity‐permeability (log(k)‐Φ) plot computed along the Y (a)
and X directions (b) of the salt and the salt‐biotite samples. The two
samples do not show any difference in the permeability trends. (c) Porosity‐
permeability trend computed within the marginal salt layers in the
salt‐biotite sample (green triangles), Z direction. The permeability of the
marginal salt layers follows the same trend exhibited by the pure salt sample
(blue squares), indicating that their compaction is not affected by the
presence of biotite in the central layer within the experiment timeframe.
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connectivity in the biotite layer, as evidenced by the experimental data, is such to prevent permeability along
the Z direction, at least at the resolution of our data (Figure 5).

4.2. Influence of Grain Packing and Clay Distribution

The initially different degree of grain packing may have played a role in controlling the different evolution of
permeability in the two systems. Studies on natural samples (sandstones vs. carbonates) have shown that
permeability increases with an increased degree of grain sorting (Krumbein & Monk, 1943; Hiatt & Kyser,
2000), while it decreases with increasing compaction and cementation, and hence burial depth. Similarly,
different clay types may also affect the evolution of porosity/permeability relationship (Hiatt & Kyser,
2000). In our specific case study, the microstructural change we observed in the marginal salt layers is not
the same as of the pure salt sample, indicating that the initial different grain packing is not solely responsible
for the different microstructural evolution. Rather, we infer the microstructural evolution of the marginal
salt layers, which display a much higher degree of salt grains fused together as compared to the pure salt

Figure 8. Normalized frequency of pore coordination numbers equal to one (C = 1, a) and three (C = 3, b) as a function of compaction time. Data refer to the pure
salt sample (blue squares), salt‐biotite sample (green squares), and biotite‐bearing layer alone (dark green diamonds). Over the duration of compaction,
coordination numbers equal to one and three increase and decrease, respectively. We normalized the frequency of each coordination number to the sum of the
coordination number contributions to each data set. The frequency of dead‐end pores dramatically increases over time in the central biotite layer. The time at which
pore connectivity most likely breaks down before permeability drops to 0 in the salt‐biotite sample is labeled in red and marked with red arrows.

Figure 7. Evolution of the bulk volume of salt in the individual biotite‐bearing layer (“Bt layer,” green squares) and
the marginal salt layers (average of the blue square values). As compaction proceeds, the volume of salt in the
biotite‐bearing layer increases, suggesting more salt being transported toward this layer and aggrading overtime. The plot
also reports the time at which pore connectivity breaks down in the sample (red label).
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sample, to be affected by the presence of the nearby biotite‐bearing layer,
although they still retain a permeability evolution similar to the pure salt
sample. The presence of biotite does not affect the evolution of permeabil-
ity in the marginal salt layers, but it does influence the extent of the pro-
cess and local porosity evolution. The biotite layer was prelocalized in
the middle, because two reference materials, confining the layer, were
needed. The biotite grains were not deliberately oriented in any way dur-
ing loading. We argue that, despite having a prelocalized biotite layer in
the middle of the sample, the biotite grains were not preferentially
oriented and over time they localised furthermore the process in the cen-
tral layer. In natural reservoirs, clays would be randomly distributed in
the medium, future experiments will consider to have a fully random dis-
tribution in the system, to verify whether biotite grains preferentially loca-
lised and orient over time.

4.3. Evolution of PSC as a Texture‐Porosity Coupling Process in the
Presence of Biotite

Macente et al. (2018) indicated that the reduction in porosity within the
biotite‐bearing layer is not accommodated by pore collapse during com-

paction but rather by progressive precipitation of salt filling the pore space, which follows a texture‐pressure
coupling process (Dewers & Ortoleva, 1988; Merino et al., 1983; Ortoleva et al., 1987). According to the
texture‐pressure coupling model proposed by Merino (Merino et al., 1983), dissolved material diffuses from
areas with higher porosity toward areas with relatively low porosity, which means from areas where grain
contacts are characterized by smaller contact points and higher stresses to those where grains have larger
grain contact areas and, correspondingly, lower stresses (Dewers & Ortoleva, 1988; Merino et al., 1983;
Ortoleva et al., 1987). According toMerino's model, this means that in our data the dissolution front migrates
from the more porous marginal salt layers whose grain contacts have smaller contact areas and hence higher
stresses at contact points toward the biotite‐bearing layer. We found that the breakdown in pore connectivity
within the biotite‐bearing layer corresponds to the largest number of dead‐end pores and the continuous

Figure 9. Pore surface area‐(log) time evolution for the two sample compo-
sitions. The time at which pore connectivity most likely breaks down before
permeability drops to 0 in the salt‐biotite sample is labeled in red and
marked with red arrows.

Figure 10. Sketch illustrating the enhancement of PSC in the presence of biotite. The black arrows indicate the active dissolution front, while the shaded gray areas
represent the precipitation front. (a) Initial state. (b) Uniaxial load is applied and the grains start to arrange due to mechanical compaction. Higher porosity
reduction is seen in the biotite‐bearing layer favoring higher chemical potential gradient between dissimilar phases, the biotite flakes and the halite grains, and
hence initial dissolution (Aharonov & Katsman, 2009; Greene et al., 2009). This causes contact areas to increase and stresses at local points to decrease. (c) The
feedback dissolution‐precipitation process that follows Merino's model (Merino et al., 1983): Dissolution starts in high porous areas, where grain contact areas are
smaller and stresses are higher (cyan shaded areas) while precipitation occurs in the less porous areas, where grain contact areas are higher and stresses are
smaller (yellow areas). This leads the salt to dissolve in the marginal salt layers and precipitate within the biotite‐bearing layer, where the bulk volume of salt
increases over time. (d) This positive feedback continues until the high number of dead‐end pores in the biotite‐salt layer prevents permeability in the localized
biotite layer, leading to the formation of a compaction band perpendicular to the loading direction. The precipitation front migrates toward the marginal salt layers.
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reduction in pore surface area (Figures 8 and 9). These changes cause, respectively, permeability and trans-
port to cease as well as the contact areas in the biotite layer to increase (Figure 10b), thus reducing the driv-
ing force for the diffusion process to continue. Upon reaching this stage, fluid velocities cannot be calculated
because of the high number of dead‐end pores inhibiting permeability. As this flow barrier forms, salt pre-
cipitates and accumulates, causing the precipitation front to further migrate toward the marginal salt layers,
according to Merino's hypothesis (Figure 10c), and as evidenced by the increase in salt volume within the
biotite‐bearing layer between 150 and 400 hr of compaction (Figure 7). The overall chemo‐mechanical pro-
cess forms a localized compaction band, which is perpendicular to the loading direction acting as a structural
heterogeneity. Pore connectivity is thus retained only in the marginal salt layers, thus inducing permeability
anisotropy (Figures 3a, 10d, supporting information Figure S4) (Olsen (1960); Faulkner & Rutter (1998);
Clennell et al. (1999); Bayesteh & Mirghasemi (2015); Rotevatn et al. (2016)).

Looking at the process from a different perspective, we observe that the velocity fields measured along the
directions perpendicular to the load (X, Y) show initially higher velocities in the marginal salt layers (sup-
porting information Figure S4), indicating that pore connectivity is preserved and that potential turbulent
flow at the pore scale may be present (Figure 10c). The results show that the loading direction strongly con-
trols the evolution of microstructures affecting the macroscale properties.

5. Conclusions

As time goes by, it becomes apparent that chemo‐mechanical processes in porous rocks require more
understanding of the scale‐dependent mechanisms (from nano‐to‐micro‐to‐macro) that fit together in
increasingly complex dynamics. Dynamic (4‐D) imaging from computed X‐ray microtomography coupled
with LBM is used as a powerful tool to visualize processes in porous media (from natural fluid‐mediated
diagenesis to human‐induced injections) as well as capture properties and geometries across scales, allowing
us to study how macroscale properties depend on the evolution of pore‐scale parameters. We report the first
dynamic evolution of permeability upon PSC in the presence and absence of biotite and quantify its
dependence on pore‐scale properties. The relationships between bulk scale properties, namely, permeability
and porosity, and pore‐scale parameters, namely, pore coordination number and surface area, show how
microscale‐macroscale parameters critically feedback upon each other, having important implications for
fluid migration. The presence of a biotite‐rich layer localizes the PSC process due to the lower local porosity,
favoring a chemical potential gradient at the interfaces between salt and biotite grains and hence, diffusion.
We comprehensively looked at our results within the framework of the texture‐porosity model proposed by
Merino (Merino et al., 1983). In light of this model and the results from this study, we postulate that diffusion
goes from the marginal salt layers, where the grain contact areas are smaller, toward the biotite‐bearing
layer, where the grain contact areas are larger due to the lower porosity. Because of this ion migration, salt
being dissolved in the marginal salt layers deposits over time toward the biotite‐bearing layer, whose bulk
volume of salt grains therefore increases over time. This causes the sample to become strongly anisotropic.
Permeability anisotropy has been observed in consolidated and unconsolidated sedimentary and reservoir
rocks and critically constitutes an important parameter to take into consideration for reservoir modeling.
Overall, this study provides new insights on parameters informing pore‐scale modeling during enhanced
chemo‐mechanical compaction. Furthermore, time‐lapse measurements on 3‐D printed microstructure that
evolve with time (Head & Vanorio, 2016) can be seen as a natural extension of the dual‐scale approach
reported in this study so as to extend the scale of observation to physical measurement on
tangible microstructures.
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